
Nudnik: Revealed - Gene Deitch, the Man
Behind the Character
Gene Deitch, the Oscar-winning animator who created the beloved cartoon
characters Tom and Jerry, Popeye, and Nudnik, passed away in 2020 at
the age of 95. Deitch's contributions to the world of animation are
immeasurable, and his work continues to entertain and inspire audiences of
all ages. This article will delve into the life and career of this talented artist,
exploring the inspiration behind his iconic creations and the lasting legacy
he left on the world of animation.
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Early Life and Career

Gene Deitch was born in Chicago, Illinois, on August 8, 1924. He
developed a passion for drawing at a young age, and after graduating from
high school, he attended the Art Institute of Chicago. In 1942, Deitch joined
the U.S. Army Air Forces and served as a combat artist during World War
II. After the war, Deitch returned to Chicago and began working as a
commercial artist.
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In 1955, Deitch moved to Prague, Czechoslovakia (now the Czech
Republic),where he began working as an animator for the state-owned
animation studio, Bratri v Triku (Brothers in Three). Deitch's first major
animated project in Prague was the short film "Munro" (1960),which won
the Palme d'Or for Best Short Film at the Cannes Film Festival.

Tom and Jerry and Popeye

In 1961, Deitch was hired by MGM to direct a series of Tom and Jerry
cartoons. Deitch directed a total of 13 Tom and Jerry cartoons, including
the Oscar-nominated "Carmen Get it!" (1965). Deitch's Tom and Jerry
cartoons are known for their unique style of animation and their emphasis
on slapstick humor.

In 1962, Deitch also began directing a series of Popeye the Sailor Man
cartoons for King Features Syndicate. Deitch directed a total of 56 Popeye
cartoons, including the Oscar-nominated "I Yam What I Yam" (1964).
Deitch's Popeye cartoons are known for their faithful adaptation of the
original comic strip characters and their use of innovative animation
techniques.

Nudnik: The Birth of an Icon

In 1965, Deitch created his most famous character, Nudnik. Nudnik is a
small, furry creature with big eyes and a long nose. He is always getting
into trouble and making a nuisance of himself. Nudnik was an instant hit,
and he quickly became one of the most popular cartoon characters in
Czechoslovakia.

Deitch's Nudnik cartoons are known for their sharp wit and their clever
social commentary. Nudnik often found himself in situations that satirized



the absurdities of everyday life in Eastern Europe during the Cold War.
Deitch's cartoons were often banned by the Czechoslovakian government,
but they were widely circulated in samizdat, or underground, publications.

Nudnik became a symbol of resistance to the oppressive communist
regime in Czechoslovakia. He represented the voice of the common man,
and he gave people a way to laugh at their own misfortunes. Nudnik's
popularity extended beyond Czechoslovakia, and he became a beloved
character all over the world.

Later Career and Legacy

Deitch continued to produce animated films and cartoons throughout his
career. In 1969, he directed the feature film "The Point," which was based
on the children's book by Harry Nilsson. Deitch also directed a number of
educational films and television commercials.

Deitch's work has been recognized with numerous awards, including an
Oscar for Best Animated Short Film for "Munro" (1960). In 1997, Deitch
was inducted into the National Cartoonists Society Hall of Fame.

Gene Deitch's legacy as an animator is immeasurable. He created some of
the most beloved and iconic cartoon characters in history, and his work
continues to entertain and inspire audiences of all ages. Deitch's cartoons
are a testament to his talent as an artist and his unique ability to capture
the human condition.

Gene Deitch was a true pioneer in the world of animation. He created some
of the most beloved cartoon characters in history, and his work has had a
lasting impact on the art form. Deitch's cartoons are not only entertaining,



but they also offer a unique and insightful perspective on the human
condition. His work will continue to be enjoyed and appreciated by
audiences for generations to come.
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We Were 12 At 12:12 On 12/12/12: Adventure
Travel Tales
On December 12, 2012, at exactly 12:12 pm, a group of 12 individuals
embarked on a unique travel journey. They had planned this trip for
months, and they were...

Unveiling Adventure and Ecotourism in Edward
James' Surrealist Garden: Las Pozas Xilitla
Nestled amidst the lush greenery of the Huasteca Potosina region in
Mexico, Las Pozas Xilitla is an otherworldly paradise that harmoniously
blends art,...
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